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The confinement time of electrons in an axially-symmetric magnetic mirror trap is investigated ex
perimentally. The value of the critical non-adiabaticity parameter pr/R is determined and found to be 
close to that of the nonadiabaticity parameter for an electron moving in an axially-symmetric trap. 
The result obtained apparently permits one to affirm that the degree of nonadiabaticity in a trap is 
characterized by the parameter PL/R and not by the deviation from symmetry of the magnetic field. 

THE question of the motion of individual charged parti
cles in a static spatially-inhomogeneous magnetic field 
was considered in a number of paRers [l-s]. 

Bogolyubov and Mitropol'ski1 [1 used the so-called 
asymptotic method. If, for example, we speak of the 
motion of the charged particle in a magnetic trap, then 
the asymptotic theory states that when the parameter 
PL/R is sufficiently small (pL -Larmor radius, R-rad
ius of curvature of the magnetic-field force line) the 
particle can execute an arbitrary number of oscillations 
between magnetic mirrors, but the theory does not give 
the quantitative connection between the value of the small 
parameter PL/R and the number of oscillations, merely 
stipulating that PL/R- 0. 

Rodionov [2J has shown that: a) in certain magnetic
field configurations, slow cummulative changes of the 
magnetic moment (104 -10 5 oscillations) actually occur 
and can lead to the escape of the electron from the trap 
within a relatively short time that depends on the con
figuration of the magnetic field; b) in other magnetic
field configurations which are easy to realize in prac
tice, the lifetime of the electrons is very large, ~ 107 

oscillations. However, the physical picture of the mo
tion of the charged particle in a magnetic trap during 
very large time intervals remains very unclear. 

Among the first papers in which it was considered 
were those of Chirikov [3 ' 4J. The picture of the motion, 
in its most general outlines, is as follows: There exists 
a certain critical value of the parameter PL/R such 
that at larger values of PL/R the motion becomes 
stochastic, i.e., so to speak, random. At smaller values 
of PL/R the motion is stable, i.e., it differs little from 
motion with a constant magnetic moment. 

Unfortunately, however, all the available mathemati
cal papers suffer from that essential shortcoming that 
they do not offer even methods for estimating the criti
cal value of PL/R, in other words, they give only the 
sufficient instability criteria, but in no case the neces
sary criteria. 

As to the stable region (small PL /R), it is likewise 
completely unclear here how long the stability is main
tained during the course of motion. The hope for a 
rigorous answer to this question was raised by the pa
pers of Kolmogorov [5J and Arnol'd [6J, in which condi
tions were obtained for absolute stability, i.e., stability 
when the small parameter (pL/R in our case) is finite. 
A shortcoming of the theory is the absence of an accur
ate estimate of the critical parameter. The motion of 
the particle in an axially asymmetrical trap does not 

lend itself to investigation either by the methods of 
Arnol'd [6J or by any other method known to us. We 
therefore consider it of interest to investigate experi
mentally one such system-a charged particle in a mag
netic trap. 

During the course of the experiments, we investiga
ted the dependence of the lifetime of the electrons cap
tured in the space between the mirrors on the magnetic 
field. The purpose of the investigation was to find the 
numerical value of the critical parameter (pL/R)1, i.e., 
a value of pL/R such that when PL/R < (pL/R) 1 the 
lifetime of the electron is determined essentially by the 
scattering from the residual gas which, according to 
Fermi (7), is equal to 

02 W'" 
-r = 4p In (2,7 W) ·io-s (sec)' (1) 

where W is the energy of the charged particles in kV, 
p the pressure of the residual gas in mm Hg, and fiZ is 
given in the case of a trap with magnetic mirrors, ac
cording to [1oJ, by 

- ( 1 n )z 92 = 2 arccos ----::- + - ao , 
YY 2 

where r is the mirror ratio and ao the half-width of the 
loss cone. 

When PL/R > (pL/R) 1, the electron lifetime is es
sentially determined, according to [3 - 6], by scattering 
not from the residual gas but by the inhomogeneities of 
the magnetic field, for now the change occurring in the 
magnetic field when the electron covers a path equal to 
the Larmor radius is so large that J.1. = w jH ceases to 
be an invariant of the motion. As shown earlier [8J, at 
large values of PL/R the electron lifetime T varies with 
decreasing magnetic field like T = A exp(BR/ PU, where 
A i'::j 10-s sec and B = 0.8-0.9. In [8J they considered the 
case of electron motion in an axially-asymmetrical 
magnetic trap. As indicated above, the results of 
Chirikov [3J and Arnol'd [6J (which pertain to axially 
asymmetrical traps) make it possible to trace qualita
tively the motion of the particles over long periods of 
time. On the other hand, the motion of particles in an 
axially-asymmetrical trap does not lend itself to inves
tigation by methods known to us. 

The experiments described in [sJ have made it possi
ble to calculate the critical adiabaticity parameter in 
the case of an axially-symmetrical trap. It was found 
that the value of the parameter is (pL/R) 1 i'::j (4.0 ± 0.5) 
X 10-2• 
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Solenoid 

FIG. 1. 

The purpose of the present investigation was to find 
the critical adiabaticity parameter in the case of elec
tron motion in an axially asymmetrical magnetic trap, 
and to compare its value with that corresponding to the 
case of an axially-symmetrical trap. The apparatus used 
for the experiments constituted a magnetic trap of mir-· 
ror configuration. The maximum field at the center of 
each mirror reached 1500 Oe and a mirror ratio rang
ing from 2.66 to 4.44. A detailed description of the setup 
is given in [9J. The injector was an electron gun located 
outside the working volume behind one of the mirrors, 
and a special electrode in the form of a hollow cylinder 
was placed in the center of the gun. The electrons were 
injected by rapidly changing the electric field applied to 
the electrode. The electrons captured in the space be
tween the mirrors and then leaving the working volume 
as a result of entering the loss cone were observed by 
measuring the current in the collector located behind 
the magnetic mirror (see [9J). 

Two insulated grids, to which different voltages were 
applied to suppress the secondary electron emission 
from the collector and to separate the required compon
ent of the particle current from the trap, were placed 
ahead of the collector. When suitable potentials were 
applied to the grid, we observed the current of the elec
trons that were injected by the gun, captured in the 
space between the mirrors, entered the loss cone, and 
then left the working volume through the mirror and 
reached the collector. The lifetime of the electrons was 
defined not as the time necessary for the collector cur·
rent pulse to decrease by a factor e, but as a value 
three times larger. 

The axial asymmetry was produced by placing a plate 
of "Armco" iron at a distanceS from the vacuum cham
ber (Fig. 1). 

Figure 2 shows the experimentally observed depen
dence of the magnetic field on the angle cp in the median 
plane. 

The presence of a magnetic -field gradient in the 
direction of cp makes it possible to employ the drift 
theory of electron motion in a magnetic trap with simul
taneous satisfaction of the following three conditions 
that impose limitations on the spatial variation of the 
magnetic field 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

where pL is the Larmor radius of the particle, i:lH/i:lz, 
i:lH/ ar, and aH/ acp are the gradients of the magnetic 
field in the directions of the corresponding axes, z is 
the symmetry axis of the system, r is perpendicular to 
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FIG. 2. 

z, cp is the angle in the r plane at z = 0, and ro is the 
distance of the motion center of the particle from the z 
axis. 

When the electron moves in the trap, the quantities 
PL, R and pL/R vary with the coordinate z (the z axis 
coincides with the symmetry axis of the system). The 
decisive influence on the motion of the electron is ex
erted by the largest of the three quantities (p L /R) 11 , 

(pL/R) 1 , and (pL/R)q;. Recognizing that 

_3.4"yW(ev)sin8o ( ) 
PL- H(oe) em , 

we rewrite expression (2c) in the form 

( PL I - 3.4)'W sin eo 1 all 
RJ~--~7,a;p· 

(3) 

From symmetry considerations and in accordance 
with Fig. 2 we see that the Larmor radius and the field 
gradient aH/ acp reach their maximum values in the 
median plane (z = O) as cp - 0. Inasmuch as the decis
ive role in the motion of the electron is the largest 
value of the parameter PL/R, we have calculated the 
values of (pL/R) cp as z - 0 and cp- 0. The maximum 
value of (pL7R) q; is denoted (pL/R) CfJmax: 

( P ) -. - . 1 all I _____!. = 3.4yn (ev) /l01-2 sm 8o- -.- , 
\ R ' q:: rnux ro Orr {jJ--+0; z-+IJ 

(4) 

where 80 is the angle between the electron velocity vee
tor and the magnetic field direction at z = 0, ro is the 
distance from the electron to the z axis, and Ho1 is the 
magnetic field at z = 0 and r = ro. 

To determine the critical adiabaticity parameter 
(pL/R) CfJmax' let us find the dependence of the lifetime 

T of the captured electrons on the magnetic field H at 
the center of the mirror (Fig. 3). The experimental 
points shown in Fig. 3, marked x, V, and 0, were ob-
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FIG. 3. 
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Ex per. 

I w, kV I s, em 
I H,., Oe 110' ( ;tLmax I P, em -r, sec I 

101 p, 
No. mmHg 

1 7.03 5. 5 263 
2 7.05 7.0 166 
3 7 .OJ {L7 122 
4 7.05 11.7 114 
.5 7.05 14.7 02 
6 14.2 7 .o 234 
7 14.2 8. 7 

I 
180 

8 14.2 10.0 163 
9 14.2 11.3 142 

10 14.2 14.7 132 

tained for electrons of energy W = 7.05 kV at a mirror 
ratio (in the absence of the plate) y = 2.66 and at a 
residual gas pressure P = 10-8 mm Hg. At first we ob
tained the T(H) plot for the case when there was no iron 
plate (the experimental points are designated by cros
ses). We then placed the iron plate at a distanceS (see 
Fig. 1) from the chamber, plotted T(H), increased the 
distance S from the plate to the chamber, and again 
plotted T(H). Figure 3 shows these curves for distances 
S = 8. 7 em and S = 7 em. Continuing to move the plate 
farther from the chamber (the plate remained at all 
times parallel to the chamber axis), we found the dis
tance S at which the plots of T(H) with the plate (V) and 
without the plate (x) coincided. In our case this distance 
turned out to be S = 14.7 em. The maximum asymmetry 
amounted in this case to ~ 1.0% (in the case of an ax
ially-symmetrical trap this value was approximately 
0.5%). Figure 3 shows also the T(H) plot for the same 
distanceS = 14.7 em., but at P = 3 x 10-a mm Hg (the 
experimental points are denoted by squares). As seen 
from Fig. 3, when the iron plate comes closer to the 
chamber the T(H) plots shift towards the region of stron
ger magnetic fields. The plots of Fig. 3 were used to 
obtain that value of the magnetic field at which the life
time of the captured electrons begins to depend on the 
magnetic field (Hl in Fig. 3), and calculated the value of 
(pL /R) rn in accordance with the expression ( 4). The .,-max 
table lists the numerical values of the adiabaticity 
parameter (pL/R) CfJmax calculated in this manner. The 
same table lists the measurement data obtained for two 
values of the electron energy (W = 7.05 kV and 
W = 14.2 kV) and a mirror ratio y = 2.66 (in the absence 
of a axial asymmetry). 

In Fig. 3, the abscissas are the values of the mag
netic field at the center of the magnetic mirror. Since 
in order to obtain T(H) we varied the magnetic field by 
increasing or decreasing the current in the magnets, 
we marked on the abscissa axis of the T(H) plots the 
values of the magnetic field at the center of the solenoid, 
since the ratio of the magnetic field at the center of coil 
to that at any point in space between the mirrors is a 
constant. 

It should be noted that the oscillograms of the collec
tor current are perfectly identical (of course, under 
identical initial conditions) in that part of the T(H) plots 
where the transition to the horizontal section takes 
place, regardless of whether T(H) plots were obtained 
with or without the iron. This indicates that when PL/R 
< (pL/R)1 the electrons move in an identical manner 
(from the adiabatic point of view). 

Formula (4) for the calculation of (pL/R)q;max con
tains the field in the median plane at the point where 
the electron is located. The table lists these values of 

3.5 0. 74 5 1 
3.84 1.2 5 1 
3.96 1.65 5 1 
1.n 1.85 4.5 1.1 
0.5 2.25 1.6 3 
4.1 1.1 3.0 1.7 
3.9 1.45 3.0 1. 7 
3.8 1.6 3.3 i.S 
2 2.14 1.4 3.!l 

0.5 2.3 3.0 3 

a magnetic field H01 at that value of the field at the cen
ter of the solenoid, for which the lifetime of the cap
tured electron becomes a function of the magnetic field 
(this is denoted H1 in Fig. 3). The table lists also the 
values of the Larmor radius for the same value of the 
magnetic field (HOI). 

It is seen from the table that when the plate is 
brought closer to the chamber (i.e., when the azimuthal 
inhomogeneity increases) the Larmor radius at which 
the lifetime of the electron becomes a function of the 
magnetic field decreases. But then the numerical value 
of the adiabaticity parameter (pL /R) CfJmax remains 
practically unchanged. On the other hand, when the 
aximuthal asymmetry becomes of the order of 1-2 per
cent, (pL/R) CfJmax becomes small (Nos. 4, 5, 9, and 10 

in the table), and the electron motion is now determined 
by the value of (pL/R) 11 max• the numerical value of 

which is "'"(4.0 ± 0.5) x 10-2• 

Thus, the data in the table indicate that when the 
electron moves in an axially-asymmetrical trap of 
mirror configuration, the critical adiabaticity parame
ter (pL/R) CfJmax is close to the critical adiabaticity 

parameter (q;L/R) 11 max when the electron moves in an 
axially-symmetrical trap. 

Although the experimental results of Fig. 3 show that 
the adiabaticity parameter (pL /R) CfJmax does not change 
when the axial asymmetry is increased, the magnetic 
field at which the orbital magnetic moment of the parti
cle !J. = w JH ceases to be an adiabatic invariant increa
ses with increasing axial asymmetry. 

It must be noted that the presence of an iron plate 
decreases the magnetic field in the electron-capture 
region. The increase of the magnetic field with change 
of the angle occurs in the direction indicated in Fig. 4 
by the arrows. Owing to the finite value of BH/aq;, the 
electrons will drift in an axially-asymmetrical field in 
a radial direction. This drift does not cause the elec
trons to go off to the chamber walls. This can be under
stood from the following considerations. 

Owing to the presence of the radial gradient, the par
ticle drifts in azimuth around the symmetry axis, en-

FIG. 4. 
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tering either in the(+) or in the(-) region (Fig. 4). 
Whereas in the (-) region the electron drift due to 
oH/ ocp and H is directed towards the chamber wall and 
the particle goes over to a magnetic surface situated 
closer to the wall, in the ( +) region the same drift leads 
to a motion of the electron towards the axis of the sys
tem. Thus, in our case the presence of oH/o<P does not 
produce a new mechanism for the electrons to go off to 
the chamber walls. 

Control measurements aimed at determining the cur
rent to a cyclindrical probe located 3 mm away from 
the chamber wall and comparison of the collector-cur
rent oscillograms in axially-symmetrical and axially
asymmetrical traps, have shown that the foregoing 
reasoning is actually valid in our case. 

In conclusion we note that our experiments may pos
sibly lead to the conclusion that the important factor in 
the motion of an electron in a magnetic trap is not the 
presence or absence of axial symmetry, but only satis
faction of conditions (2a), (2b), and (2c), and the adia
baticity parameter PL/R, which is defined in terms of 
the gradient of the magnetic field along the field or in 
terms of the axial asymmetry, should not be larger than 
(pL/R) 1 ~ (4.0 ± 0.5) X 10-2• 

Thus, the parameter which characterizes the degree 
of non-adiabaticity in the trap is not the deviation of the 
magnetic field from symmetry, but the parameter PL/R. 
It follows therefore that the parameter PLIR can be 
used for different estimates also in the case of asymme
trical traps. This conclusion may be of definite interest 
in connection with the fact that there is still no developed 

general theory of motion of charged particles in axially
asymmetrical traps. 

The authors are deeply grateful to B. V. Chirikov for 
suggesting the topic and for continuous interest and val
uable advice, which greatly contributed to the perform
ance of the work. 
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